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Introduction. 
If  A is an ideal in an arbitrary algebraic number-field, every algebraic 
integer ~ which is prime to A~ is saict to belong to a certain exponent e, 
if e is the least exponent for which ~_~ I, rood. ~L This exponent is 
always a divisor of ~p(A), the number of incongruent (moch A) algebraic 
integers, which are prime to A. An algebraic integer which belongs to 
the exponent ~0(A) is called a primitive root of A. In the number-field 
consisting of the rational numbers the only numbers which have primitive 
roots are the numbers of llhe form p~, 21~, and 2 ~, where Iv is any odd 
prime and ~ < 3. The object of the present paper is to solve the more 
general problem of determining all the ideals in an arbitrary algebraic 
number-field which admit o5 primitive roots.*) 
Let A~-P l~P~. . - .P~,  where P:t,.Ps,..-~P~ are distinct prime 
ideals and al, as,- 9 -, a~ positive integers, and let m be the least common 
multiple of ep(:P~), qp(P~),- . - ,  (p(:P~). Then for any algebraic integer 
e~ prime to A we have 
(1) ~- I ,  mod. P t, (i=1,2,...,~). 
But 
~(A) = ~(i~i ~) ~(i~) ..- ~(2~2) 
and 
r = p /d ' , -  x)CO/, - 1)**) 
where/0~ is the za~nal  prime divisible by P, and ~ the degree of P,. 
Hence if two or more of the numbers 2~*-- I have a common fi~tor no 
9 5 Since the shove pa W was lazinted the author's attention has been esUed to 
an article by A. W~mtan in Ovel~igt afSve~s'ka Vetenslmpsaka~lemiene FSrhaudlingaz 56, 
in which most of the resuli~ obtained in this paper are derived by 9 somewhat 
d i f f~  metho& 
9 *) ~ ,  .v~ie Theozie 4er algebra~hen ZahlkSrpe~. lah.reeberieht der 
deuleehen S~e~e~-Ve~g~ng 4~ io. 1~. 
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primitive roots of A exist. The only ideals, which may have l~rimitive 
roots are therefore ideals of the following two types: 1 ~ A ~ P~ and 
2 ~ A ~- Q1 Q~ "'" Q,~P% where Q1, Qs, "" ", Q~ are prime ideal factors 
of 2 and P any prime ideal, P being different from Q1, Q~,'" ", Q,~ in 
case P is an ideal factor of 2. 
I .  A - -P  '~. 
It is easily seen that every primitive root of P~ is also a primitive 
root of ps -1  and hence a primitive root of P. For suppose to to be a 
primitive root of t)% and let e be the exponent o which to belongs 
mod. B ~-l. Also let p be the rational prime divisible by P and f the 
degree of P. Then 
(~) to" = 1 + ate, 
where /~ is an algebraic integer divisible by :p~-l. Hence 
(3) 
and 
(4) 
But 
and 
hence 
~* ~ I, rood. P~ 
e l f ( f - i ) .  
since e is a factor of ID(~-~)/(pf--1), i~ follows that a= (n - -2 ) f ,  
hence to is a primitive root of p~-1  
We will now de~ermine when a primitive root of P is also a primitive 
root of P~. Let to be a primitive root of P and let e be its exponent 
mod. P ' .  Then e~p~(t~- - l ) ,  where a ~f .  But to being a primitive 
root of P, we have 
co ~''r ~ 1, me& p2. 
Now in order that co sh~!T be a primitive root of P~ we must have a ffi.[, 
and hence f -~ 1. Hence the following theorem: 
I f  P be a ~ ideal of a degree higher than the first, there exist ~w 
primitive roots of P5 n > 1, 2 being either odd or even, 
In the following we will then consider only ideals of the first 
degree. 
Now let to be a p~mltive root of P and e m p~(p--1), where 
0 _~ i <:: n -- t ,  its exponen~ meal. P~. In order that e~ shall be a primi- 
tive root of B ~ and hence of P~ it is evident hat ~-~- -1  should be 
divisible by P but not by P~. We will then consider only those primitive 
roots a~ of P which satisfy this eon&'tfion*). It is eviden~ t~ these 
are primitive roots of P~. 
*) That such p~m~t~ive roo~s exist ean essily be shown. CY. Weber, Lehzbuch 
der Algebra, .2~ ed., vol. t, ~. ese. 
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Now let P~ be the highest power of P contained in 2- Then two 
cases present hemselves according as I ~ d ~_~10 or ! ~ d ~ p. 
Case I. 1 + d~p.  
Since ~-1  1 is divisible by P but not by P~ it follows that 
(5) ~(p-1) ~_ 1, rood. Bl+~. 
Hence in order that eo shall be a primitive root of ~ we must have 
(6) 1 d- (n--2)d~n~_~ i -  (n--l)d. 
1. d ---- 1~ p > 2. In this case 1 ~- d <~,  and p i+~ is the highest 
power of P contained in ~(p-1). Hence Bl+(~-~)e and pt+(~-~)d are 
the highest powers of B contained in ~- t (~-~) - -  1 and tof-e(~-l)-- 1 
respectively, and hence eo is a primitive root of B~ (n ~ 2). 
2. d=1,1o~-2 .  In this case eo ~-1  is divisible by P~. For let 
co -- 1 -~ a~, where a is prime to P and ~ divisible by B but not by P~. 
Then taking norms we have 
~V(~ + i) = ~V[2 + (~-- 1)] 
or  
+ 1) = 1) + rood. 4 
where a is the sum of the products obtained by taking all the conjugate 
values of eo -  1 except one at a time. All these products except one 
being divisible by ~-  1 and hence by P, it follows that a is no~ divi- 
sible by 2, since N(~- - I )  is not divisible by 4. Hence 
2~(~ -/- 1) ----- O, rood. 4 
and hence co ~-1 divisible by P~ and ~- -1  divisible by :ps. Hence 
there are no primitive roots of ip~ (n > 2), ff 10 -~ 2 and d = 1. 
3. d ~ 1. From (6) we obtain as a necessary condition that eo shall 
be a primitive roor of P~ 
(7) 
But the maximum value of ~ for n ~ 2 is 2. Hence in this case 
there exis~ no primitive roots of B~, ff n ~ 2. 
Case H. 1 -{ -d~p.  
tn this case ~ is a factor of the fundamental number, since d ~ 1. 
Now let k satisfy the conditions 
(s) a 
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Then the highest power of P contained in e~(v-1)_  1 is Pp~, if i ~ k, 
and ~+1(~_~)_  1 is divisible by p~+d 
If k~n- -2 ,  the highest power of P contained in ~,~-~(p-t)_ I 
is PP'-~. But if p ~ 2, f -2  __~ n except for ~=2~ and hence it follows 
that ~ cannot be a primitive roo~ of P~ (n> 2). 
If k < n -- 2, eo~"- ~ (~- a) -- 1 is divisible by P~ + (~- ~- 2) a. Bnt~ if/0 > 2, 
to~+ (n -  2 -  7~)d> n for n > 3, and hence ~ is not a primitive root of P". 
Let us now consider the case when p = 2. The highest power of s 
contained in ~- -  1 is Y~, and a~-- 1 is divisible by 2P ~. Hence there 
exist no primitive roots for n ~ 3. 
Summarizing these results we have the following theorem: 
The 2rimitive roots of P~, when such roots exist, are those primitive 
roots eo of P for whwh e~v-~-- 1 is divisible by P but not by P~. 
I f  p is an odd ~rime which is not a fa~ of the fundamental number, 
there exis~ 2y/imitive roots of _t) 5 n ~ 2. 
I f  ~ = 2 and the fundamental number is odd, there exist no ~rimitive 
roots of t )~ ex i t  for n = 2. 
I f  p is an odd factor of the fundamental number, there exist no 
primitive roots of P~ except for n = 2. 
I f  p = 2 and the fundamental number is even there exist ~rimitive 
roots of P" for n = 2 and 3 but not for higher powers of P. 
n.  A= ~Q~ . . .  Q .~ ' - .  
If co is a primitive root of A, it must also be a primitive root of 
Q~ ( i= 1, 2,...~ m) and of iP ~. Hence ~e only cases when ~here exis~ 
primitive roohs of A are when there exist primitive roots o f /~  and in 
addition no two of file numbers 2 s~ -- 1, where f~ is the degree of Q~, 
have a common factor. We will now show how to find the primitive 
roots of A, when such roots exist. 
Determine ~e algebraic integers ~,  g~,---, a~ fl such that 
[a~-1 ,  rood. Q~, 
(9) 1~----- 0, rood. Q~, when i + k, 
le~-----0, rood./'~ " 
and 
{fl --0, mo~ Q,, 
(10) fl -- 1, mot  P~. 
Now let e0~, ~2,'"  ", o~, eo be primitive roots of QI, Q~,'" ", Q,,, P" 
respectively. Then se~ng 
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we have 
(11) 7 ~- ~, rood. P~ 
and hence 7 is a primitive root of P~. Similarily we prove that ~ is a 
primitive root of Q~ (i = I, 2,---, m). Hence, if no two of the numbers 
~- -1  have a common facet,  7 is a primitive root of A. 
Since the above paper was writ~eny my attention has been called to 
an article by Dr. /L Ran,,,- in Vol. II, No. 2 of the Trans~ of the 
l~r ivan Mathe~natiral Society. In ~is ar~cle, entitled 'The group of 
classes of congruent quadratic integers with respect o a composite ideal 
modulus', Dr. Ranum derives by a different method and for Re  special 
case of a q~2rat/c number-field the results ob~ined above. 
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